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Biophysikalische Chemie/Molekulare Biophysik 
Wintersemester 2020/2021 

 
Homework II 

Department Chemie 
Prof. Don C. Lamb 

 
Homework is due at the beginning of Lecture (8:15AM) on Thursday, December 17th, 2020. 
 
Diffusion 
1. A membrane protein has a translational diffusion coefficient of 5 ·10-11 cm2/s and a rotational     

diffusion coefficient of 104 rad2s-1 
a) How long does it take the protein to diffuse through the length of an E.coli cell (2 µm)? 
b) How many rotations does the protein undergo in this time?  

 
FCS 
2. Calculate the γ factor in FCS experiments for the following probe volumes: 

a) A cube with side a with intensity:  I = I0  for inside cube and on edges 
       I = 0  for outside the cube 

b) A sphere with intensity:  I = I0  for r  ≤ R 
      I = 0  for r  > R 

c) A 3-D Gaussian  
  
3. Assuming a 3-D Gaussian probe volume with wr = 200 nm, wz = 850 nm, calculate: 

a) The hydrodynamic radius of a molecule having a diffusion time (tD) of 185 ms in water at 
room temperature (η (H2O) = 0.8904 centipoise at 25 °C). Use the Stokes-Einstein 
relationship: 

     D = &'(
)	+	,	-

.  

b) Using the γ factor for a 3-D Gaussian,	𝛾 = 21
2
3, calculate the average number of molecules in 

the probe volume at G(0) = 2.7. What is the average molar concentration of the molecule in 
solution? 

 
4. In fluorescence correlation spectroscopy, any correlated fluctuations in fluorescence intensity 

will be visible in the autocorrelation function (ACF). For example, The ACF for a unimolecular 

reaction 𝐴
𝑘7
⇔
𝑘1

𝐵 ,where the brightness of the two states varies, is given by: 

𝐺(𝜏) = 𝐺>(𝜏, 𝑁@ + 𝑁B, 𝜏>) C1 + 𝐾 Fℑ@ −
ℑB
𝐾 I

J

𝑒1LMN 

where 𝐾 = 𝑘7 𝑘1⁄ , 𝜆 = 𝑘7 + 𝑘1, 𝑎𝑛𝑑	ℑ	𝑖𝑠	𝑡ℎ𝑒	𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙	𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦	𝑜𝑓	𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒	𝐴	𝑜𝑟	𝐵, which 
is in turn defined as: 

ℑ^ = ℇ^〈𝑁^〉 (ℇ@〈𝑁@〉 + ℇB〈𝑁B〉)⁄  

Show that the relaxation term 𝐾 bℑ@ −
ℑc
d
e
J
𝑒1LM disappears when states A and B have the same 

molecular brightness. 
(Hint: in equilibrium, = &f

&g
= 〈hc〉

〈hi〉
 ) 
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ICS 
5. a) The figure below shows the RICS autocorrelation functions for cells expressing GFP and 

GAG-GFP respectively. 
What properties can we extract from the autocorrelation functions? 

 
b) Which of the following image correlation methods are performed on a frame-by-frame basis 
and which ones are performed between frames? 

ICS TICS  STICS  RICS 
 
Protein Stability and Folding 
6. The absorbance cross-section of a molecule is defined as: σ = P π r2 

where P is the probability that light impinging on a molecule is absorbed. 
 
a) Derive an equation for the extinction coefficient where ε is a function of σ.	
b) Consider a chromophore with an absorbance cross-section σ = 6.537 ∙ 10-14 cm2. Determine 

the chromophore’s extinction coefficient and the absorbance A of a 9 µM solution measured 
in a 1 cm long cuvette.  

Hint: The fraction of light absorbed can be written as 
pq
q
= 1r∙+∙-3∙s∙hi

tuuu
∙dl. 

 
7. An RNA polymerase ternary complex consists of DNA, RNA, and RNA polymerase. For single 

molecule experiments, the DNA has been labeled with Cy3 and the RNA has been labeled with 
Cy5. The absorption coefficients are: 

RNA Polymerase Ternary Complex: 250,000 M-1cm-1 at 280 nm 
Cy3:   12,000 M-1cm-1 at 280 nm and 
 150,000 M-1cm-1 at 552 nm 
Cy5:   12,500 M-1cm-1 at 280 nm and 
 250,000 M-1cm-1 at 647 nm 
The absorption spectrum of the complex measured in a 1 cm long cuvette is shown below: 
  

Assuming no free DNA, RNA, RNA 
polymerase, or fluorescent dye in the sample, 
answer the following questions: 

 
        a) What is the concentration of ternary 

complex? 
        b) What is the labeling efficiency of Cy3? 
        c) What is the labeling efficiency of Cy5? 

GFP GAG-GFP 
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